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Cover Image
Rifle Club Course of Instruction Oct 1916. The image was
taken at Anglesea Barracks. All the members of the Rifle Clubs are wearing Pattern
1908 Mills Equipment. Not the variety of hats and Caps. The Club members received
instruction in not only musketry but also Platoon and Company drill. The uniformed
Sergeant is a member of the Administrative and Instructional Staff.
Image from John W Collection
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Southern Report –
At our last meeting for 2016 a number of members brought along some interesting
items from their collections including this World War 1 Pickelhaube. Between 1897
and 1922 (WWI period), the Reich's cockade in Red, White & Black was introduced
for all ranks to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the birth of Kaiser Wilhelm
1st.

Established in 1860, this is known as a Koenig bandeau (or band). The important
thing to understand about a bandeau/band is that it is supposed to be some where.
The bandeau/band is either on the eagle or on a Landwehr cross. In this example it
is on the eagle. Correct would have a bandeau, in one place. Incorrect, but often
found on original examples and in pictures, is the bandeau on the plate as well is on
the reserve cross. The F. R. on the chest stands for Friedrich, Rex. (Courtesy JW)
As this issue of Cannon Fire goes to print most will have had time with family and
friends celebrating the Xmas season. In a few days time we start a new year and I
hope that it is a great year for all of our members. Your participation in our club is
important as we face continual efforts to erode your rights to own and use firearms.
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Your participation in club activities and contributions to Cannon Fire are a
demonstrable way of showing others that we are legitimate collectors and
preservers of historical objects.
I wish all members and their families a prosperous New Year.
John L

DM brought along a number of hand guns including this distinctive Remington Rider
pocket pistol in .41 calibre and further below a Liege .22 RF pocket pistol.
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John L gave a presentation of his recent visit to two World War 1 Exhibitions in
Wellington New Zealand. One exhibition was that of Sir Peter Jacksons own
personal WW1 Collection. This display was largely artefact based and included
uniforms of belligerent countries, their arms, equipment etc. All the images were in
large format and all had been colourised. It also included a number of large
dioramas with a WW1 British tank and a complete 18 pounder gun team mounted.
This exhibition would enthral most collectors.
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North Western Report
HO HO HO from the North West of the state, well its xmas again so its time to
celebrate and have a drink or two with our fellow members. With our final meeting
last week it was time to reflect for the year 2016. I believe that we have done pretty
good for the year, with averaging around 15/16 people each meeting, which has
forced us into a bigger room at the RSL. During the year we have had an excellent
response to members bringing along their collector items, which I must say is the
high light of the meetings. And also to that, you must agree, all of us have learnt
something from this experience. So for next year, we have to keep up the pace with
more show and tell items.
We are all looking forward to 2017 with planning already happening as our next
meeting will be held at Barry's and the help of Max, this is going to be our reloading
night and on the same night there is going to be a BBQ with refreshments. Barry
and Susan also announced that their store was going to offer a discount
to current MILCOLT members, thank you both for this generous offer and I
encourage members to support the Hunting Shed at Camdale for all of your firearms
needs.
There is also the planning of our next range day, which I must say the last one was
a 'blast'. This is your time to come out and sight in those modern rifles for the up
coming season. I also put out a challenge at the last range day for a shoot off
between axis and allies firearms with the best shot on the day taking home a trophy.
May the best gun win and we all know which gun that is!
As we head into 2017, I again encourage current members to recruit future
members. We have had a few new members this year and have had a few
interested people that have not returned. So for 2017, lets strive to inform fellow
collectors to come along and join MILCOLT, especially the younger ones as this is
the only way we as a collectors organisation we can survive in the future.
So, finally I would like to thank those NW members that have assisted me in the last
few years with the running and organising of our activities and meetings for 2016
and hopefully others will help in assisting with the meetings for 2017. Merry xmas to
you and your families and have a safe new year.
cheers
Steve W
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Militaria Column
Images from Te Papa’s and Sir Peter Jackson’s WWI Exhibition

A Lewis gun with an over the parapet periscope attachment
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A model of a German railway Gun. The figure standing on the platform is
approximately 250mm high and provides an indication of the scale of the model.

Te Papa Exhibition – Gallipoli – the Scale of the War
The other exhibition at the Te Papa Museum was the National WW1 Exhibition
called “ Gallipoli: The Scale of the War”. It was primarily an exhibition built around
several New Zealanders and their experience as well as the use of technology to
provide an interactive visitor experience. The highlight of this exhibition was the
eight enormous figures that were displayed in separate darkened spaces with an
audio of the words of each of the represented people from their diaries. The figures
were developed by the WETA Studio after photographs of the original service men
and woman were published and close likenesses sought from the New Zealand
population.
Face casts were made of the selected volunteers and scaled up to the large size.
The accuracy and detail was simply astounding.

Private Jack DUNN ( KIA Gallipoli)
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Private Jack DUNN (detail)

Pte. Rikihana CARKEEK (died age 73)
On 8 August 1915, Carkeek was in a machine-gun team on Rhododendron Ridge,
covering the infantry’s advance on Chunuk Bair. After his commander and two others
were shot, he took the gun, but was hit through the neck. He dragged himself almost
5
kilometres down to the beach and was eventually evacuated by hospital ship. Just
six weeks after being wounded, he returned to Gallipoli.
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Lt. Spencer WESTMACOTT (d 1960)

From The Mess – Richard D

An unusual item that was presented as a mystery object at a recent meeting. It
certainly has a military connection as can be seen by the close up of the engraving in
the photograph below. It is a wine rinser which was an item that would have been
found at each place setting on the dining tables of the upper classes during the 18th
and 19th centuries. It was filled with water or ice and was used to rinse or cool your
wine glass each time a different wine was served, typically between courses. This
particular one dates from c1845 and is most likely English in origin. It has
unfortunately been broken and repaired and has little commercial value but remains
an interesting curio from the mess used in more genteel times. (5” wide x 4” high).
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Close-up of the engraving denoting the 2nd Light Cavalry below the monarchs
crown. Without research and some luck where they hail from will likely remain a
mystery.

View of the rinser alongside a suitably sized wine glass. There would have been a
number of identical rinsers in use at the same time in the mess.
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View with the glass resting in the rinser. Note the two opposing spouts which are
designed to rest the stem of the glass in not as pourers.

Heraldry Column

Napoleonic Musicians Badge
Image courtesy John P
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This button was found in Tasmania and is believed to have been worn by Police
stationed at the Female Factory.
Image Courtesy Jeff C
Any information in relation to this button would be welcomed.

Medal Group of an Australian SAS Serviceman
L-R: Distinguished Service Cross, Australian Active Service Medal (bars Iraq 2003,
ICAT, East Timor)
Interfet Medal, Afghanistan Medal, Iraq Medal, Australian Service Medal (bars Timor
Leste, Solomon Island, Iraq), Australian Operational Service Medal, Defence Long
Service Medal, Australian Defence Medal, NATO Service Medal (bar ISAF), U.S.
Joint Service Achievement Medal
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Medal Group of Captain James NEWLAND
4th Battalion Australian Commonwealth Horse
12th Battalion AIF
Victoria Cross (Repro), Queens South African Medal (bar Transvaal), 1914 – 15
Star,
British War Medal, Victory Medal
Note Original VC in Australian War Memorial

Webbing Column – John L
Holsters in Australian Service 1880 – 2015 – Part 1
Prior to 1880 pistols1 were by and large purchased by officers who carried them in
holsters attached to the front arch of their saddle. This was due in part to the large
size of the flintlock and early percussion pistols. The carriage of pistols by the
ordinary soldier there fore was most unlikely.

1

I have used the term pistol as the nomenclature during the period was usually Pistol ML or BL Revolver
followed by maker and mark
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Early Saddle Holsters

It is most likely that Officers of the British Army serving in Australia would have used
holsters of a type illustrated above. It is also quite probable that the mounted Police
also would have used such holsters. A series of sketches by William Strutt made in
Victoria 1850 – 1862 certainly shows the Mounted Aboriginal Police and Mounted
Troopers as having such holsters.
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W. Strutt sketch of a Aboriginal Troopers Holster 1850
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W. Strutt sketch of a Mounted Police Trooper 1861

Prior to 1880 several pistols entered into service including the Deane and Adams
ML (converted to BL) (1868, Adams Central Fire Pistol Mark II (1872), Adams Mark
III (1872), Adams Mark IV (1872 and Tranter (1878). The Enfield Revolver was
introduced into service on 10 Aug 1880. The earlier Adams pistol Mark I was a ML
with 5 Chambers. All were large frame pistols. As mentioned above Officers
continued to purchase there own pistols as can be seen on the cover image of
Cannon Fire Vol 33 No 2 which depicts an Officer in the Boer War with a Broom
handled Mauser in its wooden stock/holster.
The first mention in the List of Changes in British War Material of a holster occurs
on 22 Oct 1880 when the Introduction of Holsters, Leather, Brown, Sea Service, for
Revolvers, Adams, BL was announced. It mentioned that this holster was for the
carriage of the Enfield Mark I revolver which was introduced in August the same
year. It was issued with cork disks to insert into the bottom of the holster as the
Enfield revolver was not as large as the Adams. No doubt all the above mentioned
service pistols would have been issued with a holster.
Given that the Sam Browne Officers belt equipment was not formally adopted until
1898 with a holster as well as a sword frog it is probable that holsters generally for
the above mentioned pistols had a shoulder strap attached to them so it could be
carried over the shoulder.
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A Naval Service Holster with shoulder strap. Note the seam is riveted rather than
stitched.

Whilst the carrying strap is stitched to the holster it has a buckle to provide suitable
adjustment.
Image John L Collection

The advent of the Boer War saw mounted operations by Australian Colonial troops
with each colony supplying the required arms and equipment. At this point in time
the Tasmanian Government had in store Enfield Pistols (all marked TG with a rack
number). No images have surfaced of Tasmanian’s with pistols however the Issue
Scales for Tasmanian Officers included a Sam Browne belt and Pistol, complete,
with case, rod, and lanyard. Unfortunately it is silent on the make of pistol2.
It is probable that the diversity of equipments used by Colonial Australian military
forces led to some items having been made by local manufacturers. Infield images
of this period also show that soldiers tended to shed much of the issued equipment
and largely had a bandolier (or two) of ammunition and a belt.
2

Transvaal Contingent Equipment of Infantry, John VAIL, Government Printer Hobart
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Queenslanders with a wounded Boer
Note the slung holster and
Modified fore end to the rifle
Australian War Memorial P01866_009
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The above holster was purported to have been used by a Tasmanian Soldier in the
Boer War
It has no manufacturers markings

The above holster was purported to have been used by a Tasmanian Soldier in the
Boer War
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It has no manufacturers markings however the belt loop and brass capstan studs
suggest it was used on a Sam Browne belt

Arms Column
TASMANIAN VOLUNTEER ARMS 1860 – 1870 – John L
In December 1859 Tasmanian citizens formed the first of many volunteer
units with the view to providing defence to would be aggressors.
To arm them the British Government in 1860 provided 1000 2nd model
Pattern 1853 Rifles and bayonets. Initially they were to be a gift but they
reverted to being a loan. In 1863 the War Office directed they be marked with
the letters TV (Tasmanian Volunteers).
However, examination of surviving arms shows that large numbers were
marked with unit markings (presumably prior to the official direction arriving),
some marked TV and unit markings (northern Tasmanian units only and
some not at all.
In 1863 a further 500 rifles were sent but these were subsequently forwarded
to New Zealand in response to their urgent need to arm Militia fighting the
Maori.

Pattern 1853 Rifle and socket bayonet
Calibre .577inch, 3 groove Enfield rifling, length 1.397m,
70 grains black powder, 530 grain Pritchett bullet
The Tasmanian Government sought to obtain carbines for the Artillery and
Cavalry. Through their agent Hebbert and Co. of 8 Pall Mall, East London
they purchased 150 Hollis Artillery Carbines with bayonets and 50 Wilsons
breech loading capping carbines. Mr. J Aston, and Armourer at Hythe was
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engaged by the agent to independently inspect and pass as serviceable each
arm.

Hollis and Sons Artillery Carbine and Yataghan sword bayonet
Calibre .577inch, 3 groove Enfield rifling, length 1.022m

Detail of Breech of a Wilsons Breech
The oval head of the wedge lock (behind the hammer) is pulled out. The
knurled grip of the bolt is then pulled to the rear to expose the breech. The
paper cartridge is inserted and the bolt closed and the wedge pushed in to
lock the bolt. The hammer is then cocked and a percussion cap applied to the
nipple.

The contracted arms are all marked with cartouches on the stock, the
manufacturer and armourers marks are on the left side of the stock and the
Tasmanian Government agents on the right.
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On arrival in Hobart in 1866 they were all marked TV in accordance with the
earlier War Office directive. This later caused some confusion as the War
Office believed they owned them when in fact the Tasmanian Government
paid !5 each for them.
The Volunteer units and their observed markings are shown on the below
table. Most surviving Pattern 1853 rifles are marked TV only and would have
been issued to those units with out specific unit markings.
Unit
Hobart Town Artillery (Hollis
Carbines)
Masonic Rifles
Manchester Unity Rifles
Buckingham Rifles
City Guards
Launceston Volunteer Artillery
Corps
Launceston Volunteer Rifle
Corps
Derwent Rifles
Odd Fellows Rifles
Kingborough Rifles
Huon Rifle Corps
Mounted Rifles(Light Cavalry)

Stock

LVAC and a
number
LVRC and a
number

LC

Butt plate
TV and a number
MR and a number
MU and a number
BV and a number
CG and a number
Some also TV and a number
Some also TV and a number

Some also TV and a number
and LC

Longford Rifle Corps
Westbury Rifle Corps
Armoury and others
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Edged Weapons Column
Australian Fighting Knives of World War II (No 1) - Jeff C
In October 1943 the M.G.O. Equipment Memorandum No 8 forecast the introduction
of special Equipment for Jungle War Fare in an 85 page document. Some of the
items have been topics of discussion in previous editions of Cannon Fire (Pack Board
and jungle components of Pattern 37 Equipment). Also mentioned was,
29.

KNIVES, FIGHTING (AUST.)

1.
This knife was recently introduced into service for special purposes. It consists
of a 4 1/2inch blade riveted to either a brass of MAZAK knuckleduster handle grip.
Finger holes are all of the same size to enable the knife to be used for upward of
downward stab. (See plate 50)
2.
Limited quantities are available for operational areas for the purpose of special
patrols or close fighting operations.

Plate 50 MGO Equip Memorandum
Issued during WW11 to Independent (Commando) Coy’s and to Coastwatchers
fighting the Japanese.
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Manufacturers :MAZAK (Metal and Zinc Alloy Knife) handles made by Die-casters Ltd. of Melbourne,
Victoria.
Blades possibly made by Gregory Steel Works of Melbourne or by Wittingslowe
Knives of Adelaide South Australia.
Sheaths made by Bonney and Clarke P/L of Adelaide. South Australia
Brass Handles :Makers unknown
Total number of quantities made is unknown.

Knife with Defence Dept. markings on LHS (MAZAK Handle)
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Another version

Another heavier made knife
With MAZAK grip
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Overall Length 239 mm
Blade length 122 mm

Inspection Marks
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28

29

]

This Brass handled version is marked to 3rd Independent Commando Company
Note also the similarity in casting to the MAZAK grip above and the Inspection mark
on
The blade is 147 and the MAZAK above 146
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Brass grip over all length 235mm, blade length 120mm

An unmarked cast grip
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Artillery Column - John L
BL 15 pounder 8 1/2 cwt. EOC (converted) at the Perth War
Memorial

15 pounder at Anzac Park, Perth
A metal plate attached to the trail is inscribed: “SIR.W.G.ARMSTRONG,
WHITWORTH & Co. LIMITED NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE No. 15418”. On the breech
ring, a stamped inscription states: “Sir W. G. ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH & Co Ld.
3 INCH. B.L. WEIGHT 8 ½ CWTS. No. 4208 1905”.
This gun was one of a consignment of 18 guns purchased by the Victorian
Government in 1885 from the EOC in Newcastle, England. They were allocated to
three batteries of the Victorian Field Artillery Brigade. At the time of purchase the
guns were BL 12½ Pounder 7cwt. EOC guns. There were some defects in the
carriages3 but the guns remained in service until they were returned to Armstrong’s
factory around 1900 to be converted to 15 pounders.
The modification occurred in 1905 and on their return to Australia four of the
converted guns were allocated to Tasmania. The table below shows those guns
allocated to Tasmania and other known surviving guns of this type in Australia.

3

Gower, S.N., Guns of the Regiment, (1981), Australian War Memorial, Canberra
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When the 18 pounder field guns arrived in Tasmania, the remaining obsolete 15
pounder guns were located at the Queens Battery, on the Queens Domain, Hobart.
They were used for ceremonial purposes at least until the site was given to the State
Government by the Commonwealth and the Battery filled in to enable the Hobart War
Memorial to be built in 1925.

Table 1 - History and Location of 15 pdrs

History4

Gun
Number
4207

1912

Allocated to 6th Military
District
16 Battery Aust. Field Artillery

Current Location

Only the barrel exists and this is
located at the reserve at Fort
Pierson, Tinderbox

1913-14 Saluting Battery, Queens
Domain Hobart
4208

1912

Allocated to 6th Military
District
16 Battery Aust. Field
Artillery
1913-14 Saluting Battery, Queens
Domain Hobart

4230

1912

1914

4232

1912

1914

4

At Perth War Memorial,
Anzac Park
(Not on original wheels)

Allocated to 6th Military
District
16 Battery Aust. Field
Artillery
Dismounted, carriage
and limber to Remount
Section 5 Military District

Unknown location, not in
Tasmania, believed destroyed

Allocated to 6th Military
District
16 Battery Aust. Field
Artillery
Dismounted, carriage and
limber to No. 11 Remount
Depot for use as training
gun

Unknown location, not in
Tasmania, believed destroyed

Some of the information in this table courtesy of K. Glyde
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15 Pounder Saluting Battery, Queens Domain, c.1919
(Col Dennison Collection)

Barrel at Fort Pierson Reserve, Tinderbox
It is not clear when the 15 pounder guns were finally disposed of however an
advertisement appeared in the Tasmanian press in the 1930’s in which the AMF
was offering some obsolete guns to communities. It is likely these were the saluting
battery guns and would explain the guns that are at Sheffield RSL and Ross War
memorial. It would appear that one of the 15Pdrs was still in service in 1939 as the
photograph below of the funeral cortege of Tasmanian Premier Albert G Ogilvie
moving along Risdon Road at New Town shows that one of the BL 15 pounder guns
was used as the Funeral Gun Carriage.
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Funeral cortege of Tasmanian Premier Albert G Ogilvie, 1939
using a 15 pounder as the funeral carriage

Tasmanian War Memorials and Honour Boards
Wybalena, Flinders Island
Among the many headstones of our Tasmanian Aboriginal people who died at the
place of exile is the
below headstone to the family of a British Soldier Private Patrick Monaghan of the
4th or King’s Own Regiment.
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The brass plaque near by states,
Sacred to the memory of Margaret Monaghan, aged 24years,5 months and her two
children James & Patrick Monaghan who were drowned on the 23 Dec. 1840 by the
upsetting of a boat conveying them from on board HM Brig Tamar to the settlement,
Flinders Island, V.D.L. May the lord rest their soul in peace. This stone is erected by
her husband Private Patrick Monaghan, King’s Own Light Infantry
The above can be made out on the weathered headstone. A search of the press
reveals that two women, four children and a sailor were drowned. The press article
is dated 5 Jan 1841 so it took some time for the news to reach Hobart and the
article refers to both women as wives of members of the 51st Regt. This is confusing
as Montague’s5 book shows the 4th arriving in Australia in 1832 and departing in
1837 and the 51st arriving in 1838 and departing Australia in 1846. Did Monaghan
transfer from the 4th to the 51st to remain in V.D.L.? If so why show the KOLI on the
headstone.

5

Dress and insignia of the British Army in Australia and New Zealand 1770 – 1870 Ronald Montague
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Book Reviews and Useful websites
The Kaisers Army, the German Army in World War 1 – David Stone
2015
RRP $77
This book is 500 pages long and explores the development of the German Army
during the period of the Second Reich post 1871. The author details the military
system and the development of the General staff and the consequences of the
building up of the Kreigsmarine had on the mobilisation of the army when
implementing the Schliefflen Plan in 1914. The text explores the structure, the
various arms, uniforms and equipment and the adoption of new concepts in the face
of a war of attrition. Most Australians have a good understanding of the Australian
and British Armies during this period but little knowledge of the foe. A must read if
you want an understanding of the “other side of the hill”.

Club Notes

Members at the November 2016 meeting
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Meetings
Re Enactments
Sydney Hobart Yacht Race – Finishing Gun
Bluff Battery Open Day – 12 Feb., Trevor W guiding and Canon crew for firing
Royal Hobart Regatta – 13 Feb., Cannon crew for the 1812 Overture
Hobart Arms and Militaria Fair - April 22-23, Dog Pavilion, Elwick Showgrounds
Hobart
Antique and modern firearms, edged weapons and militaria
Phil Gourlay 0477 411 457

An image of our Arms and Militaria Fair
Long Gallery
Salamanca
Richard G, John L and the late Gerald Breen
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